




You have 
ambitions for 
your business

Whatever industry you’re in, wherever you’re located, 
and no matter how large and complex your organisation 
is, there are certain things your ambition will require. 
You’ll want to serve customers better. Give them the 
service on demand they desire. Increase the value of 
every interaction – for them and for you – and reach 
them in new markets.

You probably want to innovate faster. Respond nimbly 
to threats and opportunities. Use data to make better-
informed decisions.

It’s likely you want to achieve digital transformation, 
streamline your business processes, or find clever new 
solutions to challenges. And you’re definitely trying to 
protect yourself from cyber threats.

... in today’s digital world, speed becomes 
the critical enabler to achieve your ambitions



Agile innovation
You need to be able to innovate faster and use experimentation more to advance your business. 

We helped Fujifilm create an innovative new cloud-based picture platform for the digital age, called Imagine, 
where customers are able to store, print, and share their photos from anywhere.

We put cloud at the core with a local platform that ensured compliance with data laws. This reliable, stable 
platform gave a better customer experience, as well as the ability to scale up quickly to meet unknown customer 
demand. Hourly billing meant no wasted costs.

‘We didn’t know how big the demand would be, or when people would be loading high volumes or large images. 
To invest in our own infrastructure and then be able to cater for its variability was just not an option.’ Wessel Visser, 
Director, Corporate Group, Fujifilm.

Customer experience 
You want to build loyalty by giving your customers the best service possible, and you want to do that in the most 
flexible and cost-effective way. 

We’re helping one of the world’s largest hospitality companies serve customers at the busiest time of year, while 
building four new data centres, by hosting their Genesys contact centre on our hybrid cloud platform.

We put cloud at the core with dual data centres in California and London running a Genesys cloud contact centre 
on a hybrid architecture, including network connections and backup-as-a-service. Cloud enables our client to scale 
up or down during peak periods.

Business insight
You need to be able to use real-time big data analytics to transform your business. 

We helped A.S.O. to revolutionise the viewing experience for billions of cycling fans by taking viewers into the 
heart of the Tour de France and delivering a spectator experience never before seen. 

We put cloud at the core by processing rider data on a global cloud platform with 60 virtual servers. A big data 
truck streamed live data, processing between 4-6 million data records per race stage – and the whole thing was set 
up in only four months. Cloud enabled A.S.O. to respond quickly in real time as the race occurred to give a better 
viewing experience.

‘This technological development will enable a better analysis of the race, highlight the race tactics, and also show 
how essential each rider’s role is within his team.’ Christian Prudhomme, Director, Tour de France

Achieving these 
ambitions requires 
certain strengths...
...which you need to develop faster, cheaper, 
and in a more agile way

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LY06ltQXKfc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DE-YrFgteLY


Transformation
You want to uncover innovative new ways to solve difficult problems, completely transforming accepted, traditional approaches. 

We’re helping a private game reserve in South Africa to protect rhino from poachers with a connected conservation solution that 
can be replicated globally to act quickly to safeguard other endangered species.

We have linked a variety of sensing technologies and data sources via a secure park area network, supported by cloud at the core, to 
provide data analytics and reporting that tracks the movement of people rather than rhino.

‘Thanks to Dimension Data’s technology, the rhino can roam freely, and not be darted, or tagged or marked.’ Security Sub 
Committee Member, private game reserve. 

You need to be able to deliver more efficient, cost-effective and reliable services to your business operations and stakeholders.

We helped Westland Milk Products by establishing a disaster recovery solution with cloud at the core that met its business recovery 
point objective of just 15 minutes and return to operation in a maximum of three hours – critical business goals where any disruption 
to the manufacturing process can affect the entire production line right back to the farmers and their cows.

‘Westland Milk products are based on the west coast of New Zealand’s South Island, one of the more remote places in the world 
– but the cloud is connecting us to our international markets, enabling us to be an international player.’ Alistair Cree, IT Manager, 
Westland Milk Products.

Process efficiency 
You want your ERP or core business systems to perform better, more flexibly, and more cost-effectively by moving some, or all,   
of it to the cloud. 

We helped a major South African mining company move to a next-generation SAP environment, giving them an agile platform that 
can scale as required, lower operational expenses, make software changes easier and guarantee business continuity.

We put cloud at the core by moving their SAP to cloud, outsourcing all related IT services (network, security, storage, hosting, 
operations, and service desk), providing business continuity, and upgrading their physical data centre. Cloud enabled our client to 
significantly reduce their costs.

Employee collaboration
You need to be able to create an agile workforce where your people can collaborate anywhere, anytime. 

We helped a government agency to  better communicate and collaborate internally.

We put hybrid cloud at the core by moving 80,000 seats of Microsoft® Exchange email to a consumption-based cloud model. 

Cloud enabled our client to reduce their costs.

Minimising risk 
You need to keep your organisation secure from threats that put your brand, reputation, and business at risk. 

We helped the Australian Government host the G20 Leaders’ Summit in Brisbane in 2014 so the 23 world leaders, 4,000 delegates 
and 3,000 media could connect seamlessly and securely for the two-day event. 

We put cloud at the core with a dual cloud platform, secure wireless network, bespoke virtual desktop, and integration of a secure 
zone. It was provided as a consumption-based service, with no capital expenditure, on a weekly contract that ended straight after  
the event.

‘The ICT was absolutely flawless. It was highly available, it was fully secure. It exceeded all the expectations of everyone who was 
there. It was just absolutely spot on.’ Radi Kovacevic, CIO, Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, Australian Government.

‘ The conclusion is that CIOs are focussed on using the 
cloud to establish a modern, innovative IT environment with 
operational agility and business advantage as key outcomes.’ 
Gartner, Survey Analysis: Buyers Reveal Cloud Application Adoption Plans Through 2017, March 2016 

http://www.dimensiondata.com/Global/Global-Microsites/Connected-Conservation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XvHxGQXnIoM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhDq4zGikMU


We’re here to help organisations like yours use the power of digital technology to 
accelerate towards your ambitions – and putting hybrid cloud at the core is a key 
part of how we do that. We have every kind of cloud you need to reach your 
goals sooner.

Hybrid
All our cloud is hybrid. To us, ‘hybrid’ means ‘everything’. We can 
cover every possible permutation of private and public cloud. In 
your data centre, ours, or both. Including managed on-site IT, and 
third-party cloud services. And integrate it all into a unified eco-
system with consumer-style convenience in provisioning and billing.

Private
Most enterprises need some private cloud resources – segregated 
computing, storage, and networking – to preserve their security, 
data sovereignty, and ensure the high performance they need. 
We can deliver private cloud from your data centre through a 
consumption-based model.

Public
Less-sensitive applications such as test and development can 
safely go to public platforms where they can enjoy consumer-style 
convenience in provisioning and billing.

We give you the strengths you need – 
with hybrid cloud at the core

Provider
Many of our cloud clients are service providers, systems 
integrators, or independent software vendors. By joining 
our OneCloud Partner Programme, these partners can either 
resell or white label our cloud services, or we can build a 
managed cloud platform for their exclusive use. 

Having hybrid cloud at the core:
• lets you respond more quickly to changes in the market

• frees up capital, as cloud can be an opex investment 

• allows you to scale up or down quickly as required

• reduces costs, as you pay only for what you use

' If you have a global 
presence, you have an even 
stronger need for a hybrid 
approach to cloud.' 
Forrester,  Predictions 2016: The Cloud Accelerates, 
Nov 2015



We help you assess your applications and data for 
cloud. We plan the optimum deployment model, 
considering physical, virtual, cloud, or hybrid options. 
We take into account business, technology, risk, and 
financial considerations. We also provide specialist 
advice on the cloud-readiness of your infrastructure: 
network, data centres, and systems integration. We 
plan the change, and provide the people to carry 
out the actual migration. Once in place, we optimise 
performance and cost-benefit, and ensure compliance 
with governance and policy.

With cloud 
consulting and 
professional services 
to help with strategy 
and execution

The best people to build the 
“path to cloud” probably 
don’t work for you.’
Forrester, Predictions 2016: The Cloud Accelerates,  
Nov 2015

‘ Moving to Dimension 
Data’s cloud was a no 
brainer decision for us.’ 

Dmitri Mirvis, CIO, Mercy Health

Our cloud is 
enterprise grade
Built and optimised for your business applications

• employee communications and collaboration 
applications like Microsoft® Exchange, Skype for 
Business, and Cisco Unified Communications

• take them mobile with Enterprise Mobility-as-a-Service

• SAP and other ERP systems

• cloud contact centres and customer service systems

• or your own bespoke applications

We can optimise our cloud platform to host the large-
scale production workloads of your core business 
applications – including networking, data centres, 
communications, and security –  as well as your 
development and testing environment. 



for ease of management

We use it to manage resources across all kinds of managed cloud platforms, application-specific 
cloud services, and Enterprise Mobility-as-a-Service.

It gives you complete control over the orchestration and federation of cloud resources, and 
makes automated provisioning, managing, and reporting easy. Our system has a user-friendly 
interface, is simple to integrate with other systems, and supports multiple tenants. And you 
benefit from private and secure network connectivity.

Dimension Data Cloud Control is a unified 
management capability for all your cloud services, 
whether they’re on your premises or in our data centres.

Dimension Data Cloud Control



Your cloud doesn’t exist in isolation – so we make 
sure we offer you a complete solution covering 
every related technology and service.

Data centres
With over 20 years’ experience in data centres, we can help you to integrate 
cloud with your existing data centre resources, migrate your workloads and 
manage the end-to-end infrastructure across both environments.  

Networking 
We can architect and optimise your global network to support your cloud 
strategy. The networking capabilities embedded in our cloud services allow you 
to transition your on-premise data centre into the cloud through secure, flexible 
connectivity options.

Collaboration
We can provide communications and collaboration services from Cisco and 
Microsoft on cloud platforms optimised for them, as well as cloud contact 
centres, and Enterprise Mobility-as-a-Service.

Security 
And with one of the largest cybersecurity practices in the world, we’ll ensure 
your cloud service is protected against threats.

Support services
We bridge the gap between traditional infrastructure and cloud-based 
capabilities, in your data centres or ours. In a fully integrated hybrid 
environment, we can support and maintain these – as well as the elements we 
host – as part of a seamless cloud support service.

Managed services and outsourcing
We offer a flexible range of managed services and modern outsourcing 
contracts, through which we can manage all your cloud services, in your data 
centres or our own, as well as your third party cloud providers.

And Cloud Surround 
for an integrated 
approach



We’re here to 
help you do it

We provide a 99.999% service level agreement. We’ve got one of 
the largest security practices in the world. And our global service 
organisation delivers consistently and dependably everywhere you 
want to be.

With hybrid cloud at your core, you’ll accelerate towards your 
ambitions – and we’re here to help you do it.

We care about your success. We’ve got 31,000 
people providing services in 58 countries, and 
every one of them is happy to go the extra mile 
to see you succeed.



‘ The ICT was absolutely flawless. It was highly 
available, it was fully secure. It exceeded all the 
expectations of everyone who was there. It was just 
absolutely spot on.’ 

Radi Kovacevic, CIO at the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, Australian Government, 
speaking of the cloud solution we provided for the G20 Summit.



Middle East & Africa

Algeria · Angola  
Botswana · Congo · Burundi  

Democratic Republic of the Congo  
Gabon · Ghana · Kenya  

Malawi · Mauritius · Morocco 
Mozambique · Namibia · Nigeria 
Oman · Rwanda · Saudi Arabia  

South Africa 
Tanzania · Uganda 

United Arab Emirates · Zambia

Asia

China · Hong Kong  
India · Indonesia · Japan 

Korea · Malaysia  
New Zealand · Philippines  

Singapore · Taiwan 
Thailand · Vietnam

Australia

Australian Capital Territory 
New South Wales · Queensland 

South Australia · Victoria  
Western Australia

Europe

Austria · Belgium  
 Czech Republic France ·

 Germany · Hungary
Italy Ireland ·

 

· Luxembourg Netherlands 
Poland · Portugal

 

 Slovakia · ·Spain
 United Kingdom

Switzerland 

Americas

Brazil · Canada · Chile  
Mexico · United States

For contact details in your region please visit dimensiondata.com/globalpresence


